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The Bar Association’s book club 
lurches from one siren to the other 
in its relentless quest for critical 
unanimity. ‘Readers of all, precious 
of none’ is this Argo’s motto.

Fitting, then, that we directed 
ourselves to Golden Bowl over the 
Christmas break. For many – males 
to a tee – the task was too much. 
Henry James had written elsewhere 
that deep experience is never 
peaceful, and so it proved. The first 
paragraph contains six sentences 
(an average of just over 60 words 
each, or a year’s worth). Few made 
it to the end.

With the antidote of misplaced 
optimism, we tried Russian comic 
writers. After all, Mikhail Bulgakov 
had included in our choice (The 
Master and Margarita) a very guide 
in times of trouble:

Follow me, reader! Who told you 
that there is no true, faithful, eternal 
love in this world! May the liar’s vile 
tongue be cut out! Follow me, my 
reader, and me alone, and I will 
show you such a love!

Unfortunately, this man goes on 
to disrupt the advocate’s comfort, 
shouting:

The tongue can conceal the truth, 
but the eyes never! You’re asked an 
unexpected question, you don’t even 
flinch, it takes just a second to get 
yourself under control, you know 
just what you have to say to hide the 
truth, and you speak very 
convincingly, and nothing in your 
face twitches to give you away. But 
the truth, alas, has been disturbed by 
the question, and it rises up from the 
depths of your soul to flicker in your 
eyes and all is lost.

For all this, there was unanimity, 
or at least equanimity, in three 
legal texts. A re-read of Measure 

for Measure reminded us that the 
bard’s best law book does not need 
Portia’s febrile advocacy or Shylock’s 
great plea. The law hath not been 
dead, though it hath slept. Perhaps 
this theme of our choice keeps the 
play in its uncertain category as 
Comedy.

Far more certain therein was 
Littlemore’s (now first) Harry 
Curry venture, Counsel of Choice. 
He deserves yet more success 
with the follow up, The Murder 
Book. The final in the trilogy was 
Jane Gardam’s Old Filth (Failed 
in London; Try Hong Kong). 
Gardam came to writing quite 
late but has been prolific and a 
critical success, at least in the UK. 
Much of our discussion was about 
the verisimilitude of the central 
character, a silk, Gardam being 
married to one. The consensus was 
‘almost’. If you do read it, go on to 
read The Man in the Wooden Hat, 
a later work on the same subject 
written from the wife’s perspective. 
She does a better job here.

Other reads included The White 
Devil, where old Harrovian Justin 
Evans works out his youth by laying 
Lord Byron and a ghost story 
upon the school of the modern 
day, and Blood Meridian, Cormac 
McCarthy’s mid-career masterpiece. 
In his pastorale All the Pretty Horses, 
McCarthy had written:

He imagined the pain of the world 
to be like some formless parasitic 
being seeking out the warmth of 
human souls wherein to incubate 
and he thought he knew what made 
one liable to its visitations. 

Blood Meridian with the still-later 
The Road is the reader’s incubation. 
Whether there is a point to any 
gothic exploration of evil when 

there are surely more pleasant 
things, was the stuff of heated 
discussion.

The other three works for this 
year have been Moby-Duck: The 
True Story of 28,800 Bath Toys Lost 
at Sea and of the Beachcombers, 
Oceanographers, Environmentalists, 
and Fools, Including the Author, 
Who Went in Search of Them, a title 
which forms an accurate preamble, 
and Sybille Bedford’s superb 
autobiographical tragicomedy 
The Legacy, where Jewish money 
and German aristocracy are pitted 
against the barren militarism of the 
Junker class, or those who aspired to 
it, and Michael Frayn’s farce Skios.

The last is to be discussed tonight. 
Who knows what will happen? And 
later, there is to be a dinner. We 
shall try to be pleasant. As James 
also said:

Three things in human life are 
important. The first is to be kind. 
The second is to be kind. And the 
third is to be kind. 

Advocacy and repetition. Woe 
to it. Meanwhile, the club’s 
Argonauts thank Kalfas, our Jason, 
Lisa Allen, our Orpheus, and the 
Bar Association, our underworld. 
Without their generosity, there 
would be no ship. All members are 
welcome to enlist in the new year, 
dates being regularly announced in 
In Brief.
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